
 Starvio's Book of Non-recognized 
Inarticulate Sayings, and Their 
Affiliates 
unessesary additions:

WARNING: MAY CONTAIN PARTIALLY 
GYDROGENATED CORN OIL. ALL HEART 
ATTACKS RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS 
BOOK, ARE NOT IN ANYWAY RELATED TO THE 
AUTHOR,  AND, IN OTHER WORDS, 

CRAP YOU!!!!

please note, any and all matiriall in this book can, and 
will, be offinseve to you, and everyone else.

Which is, if i may say so, INTENDED!

                                           Crappin' Intro:

Hello, crappin' O's, starvio steves here.
Today i will guide(steer in the wrong direction) you 
though this book.(small pamphlet that won't even go 

public)



The basic premise of this book is to bring my 

unusual(inarticulate)

sayings(if i may be so bold) all together(carefully 

separated in far distances) in one place.

Note that there are three(4,368) sides to this book.

There's me(hee hee their coming to take me away hee 

hee)the narrator/guide(unnessesary reader/ person who 

really knows nothing but claims to know much)

there's the annoying parenthese man (me!!)

and there's wise man steve, which will be in brackets.

[i am blind, and yet i see] also, these three sides will be 

explained at the end clearly, to prevent partially insanity 

do to unusual nature of this book.

Unusally, these three sides are all part of the same 

person, which means they are prone to repeat 



themselves(repeat themselves) [Read Peat Themselves]

also, as always in verbal communication, the sentences 

are also prone to being altered in the process.

Also, later they will mostly be seperated into different 

sections, also to prevent insanity, that is, if it hasn't 

already happened.

And now the first saying:

                               Creepers
{actually dictionary definition: Creeper: one who 
creeps.

Used as:one who creeps, extension of crapper;creeper//

little el creepe; sub- saying; meaning: crapper/ creeper/ 

some thing of the sort.}

hello, your guide here.
Creepers was most commonly used as a exclamation of 
surprise, like most. ~Example:hey steve!/ Creepers!! you 
scared me!~

(hello, parenthese man here.
Creepers was at one time most commonly used as 



"crappers"  but was changed to be used around more... 
civilised reletives.)

[wise man here.
Fact: base all inarticulate sayings on the fact that you 
are indeed, a "Crappa"]

please note: wise man has chianese teacher sounding 
voice, guide has normal voice, and p.m.(parenthathsese 
man) has a black rapper voice.

Thanl you for joining me tonight, goodnight.

Good morning! CRAP YOU ALL! Anyway, let's 
continue with the sayings(yes same here, especially the 
"CRAP YOU ALL!" part.) [yes, wise are you for 
crapping everyone daily.] 

                                        
                          Frap/Frappers

ahhh. This brings us to the term "frap".
Frap is used as a replacement word for "crap"
there are many varyations to the word 'crap' and 
consequently there are many varations of the word frap.
Freep, fur-prap, frappacieno, frapeno, and frapreno, 
among the many.



It's your guide again, frap is once again used as an 
exclamation of surprise. "frap! Look at that!"

(well frap that!)

[I resent that remark]

(yeah, well, so do i, BUSTER)

[you have much carnage within you, do you not?]

(NOT. Plain and SIMPLE. NOT. do you not? NOT.)

[i sense anger]

( "I sense anger" bla bla blah blah bla bla)

[is this mockry? Not in a thousand years has someone...]

("not in a thousand years has someone..." someone 
what?!? exposed you for what you are? A NUT.)

{{{{WHY I—}}}}

WHOA WhoA Whoa whoa. Giddie down little doggies.
Cool off. Take a chill pill. Slow down. Stop the burn. 
Wait A SECOND ya gettin' what i'm SAYIN' 
HERE?!!!?
1st of all, wise man, you are a little weirded out.
{I think not.}
(yeah!)



2nd, parenthasese man, you are a little ridiculous at 
times.(hmm. Let me think... NOT!)
[yes,yes, i Agree, whole-heartedly.]
What i think, personally is that I am the only one that is 
normal.
{{{{{{WHAT!!!}}}}}} ((((WHAT!!!))))
there's no way!...-- i know!...-- you don't!...--- that's!...-- 
you're!...—I told!...-- you!...—why i!...-- random 
shouting, shouts of anger and arguement.
I'll see ya next—i can't-- we're-- you oughtta--
time, if i'm still here--- i still can't-- you nut-- why you-- 
lowdown!--
-BLEEP-screen off.

Hello again, frapenz! I managed to take down the fight 
after a few seconds.(hgm* HGM*) [cough#! Cough#!]
well, i few minutes...( GHM* Ghm*...) okay, hours 
[MGH* NGHM*!] oh, i give up, WEEKS! But anyone 
remember how funny that was, p.m. Said to wise man 
"...bla bla..." and then he said"why not in a thousand 
years!--" {P.M., wise man, Looking on in anger} and 
then p.m. Said" for what?! Exposing you??" HA! That 
was hiliarious! HAHA! Oh, and there was that part 
where p.m. Said that ... said... that.. said.. OK! 
ANYWAY! Let's get on with the show, i think we have a 
show to do, time for the show, hear that guys? That's the 
bell, time for show! Guys? Guys? SMACK! BANG! 
KONG! Brang! SCRANG! BANG! CRA-CRANG! 
(parenthasese man here, your main charatcer is 
somewhat indisposed at the moment, therefor, we will--)
[this is not wise] (yeah, well, WHAYTEVER!) [i am 



appauled at your lack of respect for--] (yeah, well, i'm 
appauled at YOU! I don't even think you should be in 
this book!) [i must say the same about you, oh 
parenthasesed one there is a reason why the put 
"parent" in your name.] (yeah, well, bracketed one, 
there's a reason they put "brack" in your name too! 2 of 
'em! It's the sound you back makes when you get up 
{HOW DARE--} ((and it's the sound you make when i 
PUNCH YOU!)) BRACK! SMACK! PRING! CRANG 
CER CRANG SPRAG PRANG BANG MBRONG! 
BRONK! SPONK! KRONK! {sounds of punches and 
fighting with yelling continue in background} oh, my 
aching head!... {he turns to sounds of fighting in 
puzzlement} {he realizes and rushes over} HEY! GUYS! 
GUYS! GUYS!-- Guys!-- Guys, now what seems to be 
the problem here? (here said that i was a--) {he said that 
the reason i was named--} now, boys, boys, just simmer 
down here...now ya'll just go on ahead and apologize for 
both ya's. (well, i guess i'm sorry about sayin' that thing 
about you bein' in brackets, and all...) [well, i suppose 
that parenthasese do have a nice appeal to 'em...] 
Good... good... now ya'll just go on home and i'll handle 
the rest 'a this ( well, okay andy-- i mean main star, i 
guess i'll be seein' ya'...) [well, bye sherrif-- i mean 
griff-- i mean, main star, it's time for me to leave, 
goodbye...] SLAM! {door shuts}
well, folks, i suspect it's gettin' ta' be somewheres along 
the lines of 12 o'clock, and i suspect i best be gettin' ta' 
bed. You know me, sheriff andy taylor, gotta be rested 
up for catchin' chicken theves and all(crowd laughs) and 
seein' as how i've got to get ta' bed, i guess i'll be seein' 



ya'll, unless you wanna watch me sleep! {smiles}(crowd 
laughs) goodbye, then! Credits roll... andy griffith 
themem begins to play...
NOWWW HOLD IT HOLD IT HOLD IT HOLLLD IT! 
Now i'm tryin' ta get some rest, ya'll! Can ya keep it 
down? {k producer says} song resumes quietly...
that's better. Song plays out, then the credits fade out...

HI YA'LL!! WHAT"S HAPPENIN'IN' ING' or 
something like that... anyway...
now the time saga: there was a nut named staaviins, 
which once lived from 0 to 1! he didn't live long 'cause 
he'd already lived 99 years before!  And he said on his 
100th birthday " i'm 1 year old!" and a his grand son 
said "how's that?" he said "well you know that 
numbers at the end don't mean nothin'!" "yeah but 
paw... I'm 1!"
now this fella that lived from 0 to 1, but he REALLY 
LIVED from 0 to a 1000,not too much room for 
advancement during those years then again, though, 
but you all know numbers at the end don't mean 
anything, so's might as well be 0 to 1! now on his 1000th 

birthday, you all know how many candles he had on his 
cake, of course... 1! i told ya them numbers at the end 
don't mean nothin'! In the year 900 course, i guess then 
again it might as well be 9, they were celebratin' his 
1000th  Birthday, and he shouted "I"M 1 AGAIN!"
"Paw?" his grandson said. "What?" grandfather said.
"how come it's been 900 years, and i just turned 9 last 



year, and your just now turnin' one again? It don't 
make sense. Shouldn't i be 901, and you 1000? it's 
kindof confusing... oh, and how come i celebrated my 8th 

birthday 100 times? Am i gonna have to do that all over 
again with nine... it get kindof repetetive. And plus it's 
kindof humiliating when you friends are turning 13 and 
i still have to say i'm nine." the grandfather said " why 
your a bright 9- year old aren't you?" "yes,sir" his 
grandchild said. "but your an ever brighter 1 year old."

and so ends the story of a grandfather and his son, 
caught in a tangled web of time. Becoggled in a twisted 
enbogglement of confusion...   Only in...

THE 

               BUG-LIGHT 
                            ZONE*-**-
***--****--*****

*storys to hear under the bug-light
**no bugs were harmed during the making of this show
***be warned-- citronella breathing is proven to cause lungs to become bug-
repellant
****use responsibly-- it may save your sanity someday
*****PARENTS,PLEASE KNOW: The bug-light zone storys have in recent 
studys caused children to have an overwhelming urge to buy a bug-light. Please 
consider before reading,buying, or JUST DOING DANG ANYTHING WITH 



THE STUFF!!!

                                  Snapper's  Freedom, By Starvio 

              hello, fellow Snappers, i am writing this atricle 
because i believe that there has a been a wrenching of 
freedom  in the united states. This wrenching is the 
Snappers freedom. Snappers is many things, first and 
formost, the right to snap, without onlooking, 
interrupption,or unintentional attention by your fellow 
man. Second is the right to eat Snapp® brand foods. 
The third is the right to snap sticks as you please. The 
fourth is the right to say "oh snap!","oh snappy", "Oh 
snappea!", and "Oh snappea crisps!"
the list continues on. Today we will be discussing 1st and 
formost, Snapping.
~~It Is My Belief, that if you are human, if you have a 
right to live, if you are concious, if you are a being, that 
you should have the right to Snap! And if you are 
deprived of snapping, it may irreperably decrease the 
strength of
your thumbs and middle and index fingers, depending 
on which you use to snap! It is therefor also my belief, 
that those who oppose snapping, should be thrown out 
of office!!! and with our fingers snapping, we shall go in 
to court, with our snappea crisps, and STAND UP FOR 
SNAPPING!!!~~ this speech previously  spoken by me 
pretty much sums it up. Please email any opinions or 
responses to RightToEatSnappeacrisps@yahoo.com, 
Snappersfreedom@hotmail.com, or 

mailto:RightToEatSnappeacrisps@yahoo.com
mailto:Snappersfreedom@hotmail.com


Staaviinsz@yahoo.com.        

About the Author:

~~do those 1st photos desribe what i'm saying here??~~
Starvio(also know as: Staaviins, Staaviins Z, Sta-vins, 
stev, Stuvan, Steve, Stevie, Starvin' Steve, Starvio 
Steves, Starvin' Spooner, Spoonin' Staaviins, Staaviinso, 
Frapper, Crapper, and Snapper.)
works at S.T.E. Corp., And also controls the 
subsidererys of Staaviins brand name, Staaviins Z inc., 
staaviins and jeffyar cleaning company, among the 
many. He holds Owner, President, CEO, vice president, 
manager, junior manager, call center manager, junior 
call center manager, senior operations manager, junior 
operations manager, senior and junior operations 

mailto:Staaviinsz@yahoo.com


monitor,  meat slicer, pizza order, slave driver, bee 
stinger,  nose poker, and pretty much holds every 
position in the company and all subsidererys also, from 
assualting to zinging. Except for  mapping. No one holds 
that position. And no one ever will. To put it in his own 
words... "It is my belief that mapping, of communitys, 
of cities, and all types of mapping, is insincere, and 
incorrect, and has no place, in my company! " 
he has been described as "nuts" "crazy" 
"whacked out" "weird" a "fapper" and a 
"capper" BY HIMSELF.
with a few saying he's a "Crpa'er"(Pronounced 
"carper", as in a carp fish, only 'er.) a "frapper" 
or a "crapper" although investigations have shown 
that these people were, in fact, actually hired by 
starvio HIMSELF to say this. This little whack 
walnut lives in a house at a location here dearly 
Wants to enclosed, but is restricted from doing so.
The whack job has been known to poke noses, 
smoke people out of the house while cooking spam, 
say frap, frappacieno, and many others constantly.
While having a website incident where the website 
committee of sensible whack jobs tried to arrest 
him, and shut down his website, but released him 
10 mins. Later on account that he kept poking his 
cell mate's(a tabby, a tortiseshell, and a persian 
towncat all rolled into one) nose,  With his website 
not being shut down. This is subject to debate 
because supposedly the little nut would have got to 



sleep 10 mins. Later because it was 12:50 in the 
MORING!! with some arguing, that the occupation 
of nose poking would have kept him up all night, 
and with others arguing that starvio is a late night 
bird and would have continued on until 5 or 6 in 
the morning possibly.while this ding-dong Twinkie 
of a person is reportedly out of his BRAIN he is 
somehow spared from an asilium because of his 
mass popularity. This is also subject to conterversy, 
and the trowing EXCLUSIVLY of metromint 
bottles into the grandcanyon,(i'm serious, there's a 
sign next to the grandcanyon that says "only 
metromints, please.") and has accumulated 
approximately 1,900,234,546 bottles so far. 
099,765,454 away from the 2,ooo,ooo,ooo 
recommended by starvio in his 1991 interview—
time travel-- don't ask me to explain it to you.
Insummary of starvio, (staaviins, ect.) he's a 
complete NUT who apparantly knows how to time 
travel, and should probably be 
institutionalized,and is bassically just 
KNUTTO(yes, Knutto, a term from the future 
revealed in a 1979 interview—don't ask.)
but, besides being a self desribed Crpa'er, he a 
pretty fair guy for his leather-strapped 
MADNESS! staaviinsz@yahoo.com is his 
WHACKO email. Please, take my advice, DON'T 
email him. 

mailto:staaviinsz@yahoo.com


   SNAPPEA? SNAPPEA CRISP?

Ah, we come back to the traditional format 
and intention of the book, Sayings.(well 
THAT'S DEBATABLE!)
and as usual, the parenthasese man is back!
(ME!!) [that is apparent, P.M.] (I KNOW IT'S 
APPARANT!! WHAT ISN'T IS WHY 
YOU'RE STILL IN THIS BOOK!!!!"
{YOUR RESPECT FOR--} 
CUT!!!!!!! now look guys, we've already had at 
least two scenes in which you guys argue THE 
ENTIRE TIME. I think we could maybe spare 
the readers a little time with out you arguing!
[(look at each other)]

"K!" they say in unison

okay, back to the point.
~~also there's Wise man, which is in 
brackets[ I See, yet i am blind] (maybe that's 
why you cut yourself with your razor this 
morning!!)



[i never thought about it that way. Maybe i'll 
go to the eye care center tomorrow.]
(it also explains why every time i throw a 
football and say "catch!" it smacks you right 
in the face!)
[oh HO HO.] 
 
AND Introducing... not bracketed. . .  Not 

parenthased... \BUT 
SLASHED!!/
the newest! 
The 
GREATEST!! 
THE... REAL!!



now featuring 
THE SLASHER
A glimps into 
real life 
humorous 
items that each 
thing may or 
maynot 
represent.



As always, they are prone to be repetitive(be 
repetitive) [e, repotive] \what's happening here 
would be described as a freudian slip. It's very 
clear that wise man was thinking about "E, 
repotive"oh, and "po-re-tive e."/
except for the slasher, which does it 
intentionally.
Also, to complete our review of protocal, they 
will be seperated into different parts at the end 
of each saying, to prevent partial insanity(of 
course at this point that's a lost cause)
[quite] /as you can see, in wise man's 
subconcious, he was actually dissagreeing. 
How do i know this, You ask? It's really very 
simple. When wise man said quite, the middle 
letter, i, was only four letters in the alphabet 
away from n, with the first word being none. 
And note, non-recognized, nanny, na-na, nee, 
nanolia, and noo-na. Also not, and no.
And since the letter n is right next to the letter 
o, it is very clear that he meant to say NO./
[quite]
\No? You didn't??/



{no.}
\you did?/
{yes} 
\you didn't?/
[no, i did.]
 \WELL FOR CRAP'S SAKES MAKE UP 
YOUR MIND MAN!!\
and there's me, your host, Starvio.
And now the first saying. (ignore what it said 
at the top of this one) i couldn't have said it 
better myself, p.m. \or could you?/
[i think any body could have said it better than 
p.m.!] (what!! how is this possible?!? you claim 
some nut like the slasher could say it 
better???)
~~\i'm not even gonna get in to this one.\
i don't blame ya there!~~
[YES, I DO!!]
(WHY I outta!!!)
[WHY I]...fades out in arguement.

                     Snappea crisps, a food, simply? 
Oh, ho ho ho, are you wrong!
        
                          snappea crisps, this saying is a 
very peculiar saying, as it originated from a 



food, unlike many of my other sayings.
The sayings "oh snappea" "oh snappea-
crispy!" "little snappea-crisper." and "Oh 
snappea crisps!" have been popularized by 
starvio and are now used widely by him, 
himself, and only him, in the household of the 
wendt family, with "oh snappea-crispy!" being 
the most popular. 

Your guide here:
It originated from "oh snap!" widely used by 
clebbens, 21st century philosipher of the 
century, which shared the philosiphy "life is a 
snappea-crisper, if you frap, it goes crapay." 
with the world in 2011, in louisiana.
When starvio put 19,396 and 38,264 together, 
he realized that snappea-crisper, among other 
sayings, would be legitemate exclamations!
 
 (P.m. Here)

starvio thought of "oh snappea crisps!" first, 
before anything else.
"Oh Snappy" is a saying derived from "oh 
snappea!" and was possible thought up first.



[wise man here]

[snappea crisps have been around for centurys 
in china, as have the sayings "oh snappea!" 
and others. It it debateable as to whether 
starvio came up with these sayings first, or if 
they were used since the beginning of china. 
This has been a topic of major contraversy, 
with absolutly NO meetings taking place to 
discuss it. But i assure you, if they get a 
chance, they will.]

\THE SLASHER here/

\snappea crisps are a type of food, made from 
snappeas, crispified. As you may notice, the 
person which created snappea crisps actually 
hated and despised snappeas. You can tell by 
noticing the massive amounts of letters such as 
n, and  Three p's that are close to the word 
"no" in the alphabet. Also, two a's, and a 'c'
both very close to the letter 'b' in the alphabet, which stands for bing, bling, blickty blang, and also 
Bad. Also, when you subtract the place of s in the alphabet (19) from the place of n in the 
alphabet(14), you get five, then, add the position of a in the alphabet (1st/1) and you get six. The 
sixth letter of the alphabet is F. This can stand for Freak, Freep, Frantic, Fra-nan-tric, and fantastic. 
It can also stand for frapped. The evidence speaks for itself. Snappea crisp creator, lover, or hater, 
YOU DECIDE./



                   The Frapenz 
Mornin' News 
yeah!                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     A Courtesy of Staaviins Z®  Inc.

                       THE CALICO STRIKES AGAIN

                                    With what seems to be a "hate crime" "THE CALICO" has struck again, with 
his aggressive acts of terrisom, brutally opening doors all across america. The key is: WHERE 
NEXT? If this cat can whop the wall street journal headquarter's doors open with one paw, what's 
next? FBI Headquarters? White House? Taco Bueno? The infamous door opener gets his name from 
his first strike, a hardee's hamburger joint in Arkansas, when he walked in with the doors hitting 
"WHAP!" on the sides. A kid noticed, and, conspiring to be a  police officer(or perhaps desiring to 
make a citizen's arrest) chased him. The CALICO consequently ran off, and the kid yelled "STOP 
THAT CALICO CAT!" a line sure to go down in history, although being incorrect, with him being a 
tabby cat, but still bring FEAR in to the hearts of TIMID americans(and perhaps a few bold-hearted 
ones too.) Ever since this historical moment in 2011, the name CALICO has made americans 
CRINGE in fear and disgust.
The owner said he was good cat, "always whapin' doors open, but good. I guess we started to notice 
his obsession when i would go into the bedroom, and close the door, and he would come back and 
"WHAP!" it open. We used to call him the infamous calico. We never dreamed it would turn in to 
this!" this little 11 lb. Kitty will go down in history as one of the most infamous door whappers in 
history, right next to the Morris Conspiricy, and the Quigs Incident.

History of THE CALICO
                   in 2008, people came to the door and asked the wendt family to take a cat in. Her name 
was SAPHIRE, unfortunately she did not go down as a jewel, for Little did they know she would 



give birth to the cat which would become an american menace for which generations will 
remember. Saphire was let outdoors freely. After a while, she became pregnant, which, of course, 
resulted in a litter of kittens, in April 2009. the litter consisted of Five kittens, with, after some 
thought, Starvio Steves naming each one. In the litter, there were 2 black cats, one with some 
brown(which would later dissapear) one with almost no brown, both completely black. He named 
them jetter and jet. Along with them was one tortiseshell, which, with the aid of his dad, who 
thought she look like zorro, named her the opposite of zorro, zorron. Zorron later became 
ZORRON THE AVENGER. She also staged an uprising of tortiseshell cats against mankind in 
September 2009, before she became ZORRON THE AVENGER, fortunately this consisted of only 
two cats, and ended up being abolished in conversation when they couldn't figure out how to get out 
of the house. The second member of the group, though a simple childish stunt, became a menace, 
and still terrorizes the world today. This cat was THE CALICO.
Along with betty, his later mistriss, calico was born in April 2009, and the seed of evil was started 
by zorron's simple escapade in September. This was the beginning of a long line of door openings, 
and whaps.
The first of which was when he became infamous for opening the bedroom door in 2011. he began 
constantly opening the door with a "WHAP!" and became known inside the family as "The 
Infamous CALICO", a named they never intended to be forfilled.
After months of calling him "The Infamous CALICO", they realized that calico was gone.. 
Later next week, they picked up their free copy of the plano star, looked at the front page. There it 
was, a straght excerpt from the arkansas gazzette. " THE CALICO STRIKES!" at a hardees in 
arkansas, it said. They read the article, and consequently discovered it was their calico. A menace? 
Calico? They said. How is this possible? They asked. They never thought it could... but it could, 
and IS. 
This is the story of THE CALICO, public and national manace, and, more importantly... DOOR 
WHAPPER.

Also in this 
morning:
                                                STARVIO RELEASES NEW BOOK
                                                 Public cheers as the acclaimed author 
                                                  publishs another Pint-Sized book,
                                                  with "Frap, Crap, and more Scrap 
                                                  than you can think of!"! Excerpt on p. 2A

Zorron the                                           Dog claims                                                 Cockerspainel sues
avenger avenges                                 to know secret                                             for "inaccurate, 
an avenger who                                  Formula to premium                                     rediculous... and 
avenged her;                                       Dog food; plans to reveal                               frivuolous" 
the comlicated                                     to public. 21A                                                        Portrayal of
life of a cat who                                                                                                           Cockerspainels
 avenges. 1A                                                                                                                  11A      
                                                                                                                                       



                                    Stev's Frap list        
                                                       

                            RANGERS 
ENDORSE WILDCAT 
HUNTING 
                                                cats respond with uprisal.  7A              
 BOXING                                                                                                              HOCKY
 L.W. Champ                                                                                                             Cat Slides and
 Jet Faced Off                                                                                                             knocks puck into
 Against H.W. Champ                                                                                                goal for dallas
 Jetter in a Classic "win-all"                                                                                      W/3 seconds on
 game last saturday                                                                                                    the clock. Team
 4A                                                                                                                                  congratulates 
1                                                                                                                           kitten, surrounding it 
                                                                                                                    and holding it up, cheering.
                                                                                                                     5A

Starvio's Product Slogans
Red hots:Their Red Hot! Get 'em 
while there hot!
Commercial: "hey steve, try these 
red hots, they must be four years old!
Steve: okay!... HEY! These things are 
still hot! REAL HOT! (Face turns red) 
Annoucer: Red hots,  they've got 
enough spice in 'em for years!



Red hots: Get 'em while their hot!"
seven up:Commercial(can of seven 
up shooting targets) Pow! Pow! Pow! 
Pow! Pow! Pow!(six targets go down) 
Seven up? What about six down?
Announcer: seven up,the soft drink 
you drink to take six down!) see also: 
six pills down commercial, six 
tamales down, six waffles down, six 
pancakes down, also: person at end 
of commercial says seven up, the 
soft drink i drink to get six down. 
hot tamales: they're hot tal-mal-les!
airwick:air wick, wick the odor outaa 
the air!
Glade:just glad to be E
Colgate:Why, it's a gate made of 
coal!(supposed explorer in mouth)



annoucer: or it might as well be, 
when you don't brush your teeth, or 
floride isn't in your toothpaste, 
plaque builds up on your teeth, 
esstiancially making a wall of coal 
against the rough bristles of your 
toothbrush. Don't be caught coaled 
with teeth, use colgate toothpaste, 
the toothpaste with floride. Colgate: 
don't be caught coaled.
Dunkin' doughnuts:dunk that 
doughnut!
Krispy Kreme:it's crispier than 
creme! It's krispy Kreme!
Nestle Crunch:keep on crunchin'
Nestle Pure Life: why water? We just 
needed something after all that 
candy we had.



George Foreman co.: George 
Foreman doesn't just make grills 
"fore man" ya know!
S.t.e. Corp.: the company you won't 
forget, EVER
Staaviins Z inc.: proud affiliate of 
S.T.E. Corp..
proud manager of books, and 
productions, Proud manager Of YOU
Staaviins and jeffyar cleaning 
co.:We Clean anything, bathrooms, 
living rooms, storage rooms, 
bookrooms, computers, speakers, 
carpets, dishwashers, refrigerators, 
floors,moors, and doors! You got it, 
we clean it, and we clean it WELL!
Spotless mirrors! Dusted 
countertops! Heck, if you pay us, 



we'll cut the mold outta you bread!
If you don't like the way it looks, call 
us, and we'll do something about it! 
Whether that means guiding you 
though personally with our in-the-
know cleaning technicians, or 
schualing an appointment for a team 
of associates to come to your house, 
simply giving you some advice, it 
DOESN'T MATTER! If you pay for 
cleaning services, you get FREE 
cleaning NEWSLETTERS on how to 
clean every day things, so you won't 
have to call us every time you need 
something cleaned. And that's not 
all! You'll also get free technician 
talkthroughs, OVER THE PHONE, who'll 
guide you through the cleaning 



process step by step until it's 
COMPLETELY SPOTLESS FREE FOR 120 
DAYS!
You'll also get a: free cleaning 
catalog, full of items that clean 
everything for prices that could just 
as easily be cleaned away them 
selves! And free pair of sony 
headphones and a free tape of our 
cleaning system!
All this for only three installments of 
$20.99! ONLY S20.99!! our standard 
cleaning plan gives you:
 DUSTING of the ENTIRE HOUSE!
Every door in the HOUSE CLEANED
Vacuuming of the ENTIRE HOUSE,
along with: 1 shelf clean,
1 couch and 2 chair vacuuming,



AND ceiling fan dusting and 
cleaning!
And, if you call right now, you'll also 
get an extra FREE TRASH REMOVAL
a FREE KITCHEN CLEAN
And a FREE sweep of the entire 
house, a $60 value, FREE!
All this for only three installments of 
20.99!
Plus you'll get a monthly clean for 
only S40.99 a month on the day YOU 
PICK!
and if you want to cancel and weren't 
satisfied with our first cleaning, 
we'll refund your money, and YOU 
CAN KEEP EVERYTHING ELSE as OUR 
GIFT TO YOU! NO QUESTIONS ASKED!!!
 now, with a deal like that, how can 



you refuse?? Staaviins and Jeffyar 
Cleaning co. WE CLEAN ANYTHING.

Dr. pepper:more spice than PEPPER! 
Dr. Pepper.

Sprite:The Spr that brings that ite 
into your life.
Fanta:are you a "fan-ta" of fanta?
Coca-cola:you want coke? Sorry, 
we've only got coca-cola. 
Diet coke:coca-cola, only diet.
Brut Men's Products:be a BRUTE, use 
BRUT.
BRUT, BRUTALLY Tough on odors!
SoftSoap: Softer than soap!
Sharpie markers:i'm sorry, we don't 



have any "shar-pie" try next door at 
the bakery.
Purel hand sanitizers:be PUREL!
Old spice:old spices go into this, no 
really, OLD spices! It saves money on 
spice, believe me.
Axe:AXE the odors off!
Degree:the degree of DESTRUCTION 
OF ODOR is much higher than the 
degree of ODOR PRESENT!
Scrubbing bubbles:the bubbles that 
scrub!
CVS Pharmacy: Central vacation 
spot, CVS pharmacy, go to your 
cental vacation spot today!
Sprouts:Alfalfa anyone?
Wal*Mart:it's a Wal of a mart!
Big lots: we may be frugal, but we 



sure ain't McFrugal's!
Subway:the way of the sub!
Dollar General:the general that 
brings you dollars!
McDonald's:old mcdonald had a 
hamburger, eei eei ohh, and on this 
hamburger were meat and cheese, 
eei eei oh... here the meat, there the 
onion, everywhere a Cheese-cheese, 
old mcdonald had a hamburger, eei 
eei oh!



This excerpt courtesy of Staaviins Z 
Entertainment Visual®
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Snappea Crisps, the Xtra P' for Xtra 
Pea
The Latest! The Greatest! The Snappea-ified Crunchy goodness!  
Oh snappea! They're here!
Snappea Crisps! As many of our LOYAL READERS (hint, hint) SHOULD  
KNOW, Starvio has based a many of his sayings off of the basis of  
the snappea! A most sure honor of the calbee company! Starvio  



has approved this feature, and the Calbee company is proud to  
present Snappea crisps in his "Most triumphant" newspaper
(as he suggested we say)  so, what are you waiting for? Go out, 
buy a pack, and Yell, OH SNAPPEA , THESE THINGS ARE GOOD!!

List to do: sayings: boo boo and goo, 
and moo, bean me, moo, goo, lucky 
bean 
Articals:  juicy jambalya 
advertisement, 
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           Stev's Frap list      
 Cats CRAP in Park, Local Cleaners Disbands
          This just in, cat from new hampshire crap in park, and local cleaners disbands. Along with 
that, as if that wasn't bad enough, the local baseball team if currently NOT PLAYING because they 
are having trouble locating a suitable cleaners. Along with this, the parks are starting to turn in to a 
mine field, if you know what i mean. Because of the Snappeas current non-playing status, the 
revenue from ticket sales to the city is currently ZIP. Because of this, the city simply cannot afford 
to hire any workers to clean the parks.we await the outcome of this situation.








